OOCO+ cation I: characterization of its isomers and lowest electronic states.
Accurate ab initio calculations are performed in order to investigate the stable isomers of OOCO+ and its electronic states at both the molecular and asymptotic regions. These calculations are done using large basis sets and configuration interaction methods. Our theoretical computations predict the presence of four stable forms: A global minimum where a weakly bound charge transfer complex (OOOC+) may be found. Few tenths of cm(-1) above in energy, the OOCO+ very weakly bound isomer is predicted. At 1.75 eV above OOCO+, a strongly bound centrosymmetric isomer (c-CO3+) is located. For energies >8 eV, a third isomer of C(2v) symmetry is found where one oxygen is in the center. The one-dimensional potential energy surface cuts of these electronic states reveal the existence of shallow potential wells for OOCO+ and OOOC+ and of deep potential wells for the two other forms, where electronically excited molecules can be formed at least transiently. Finally, the electronic states of each isomer should interact by spin-orbit, vibronic, Renner-Teller, and Jahn-Teller couplings in competition with isomerization processes converting one form to another.